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AUY LOWELL TO-DAY

"Aey Lowell the large, affluent, blue blooded, energetic,
well-educated spinster poet of Sew England who smoked cigars and
1
worshipped Keats."
Such is the first reference in the latest and moat schol
arly study of imagism to that commanding and fascinating personality
of whom,not many years ago, it was truthfully said , "So poet living
in America has been more fought for, fought against and generally
O
fought about."
It was she who forced that age to pay for poetry,
to buy it and read it.3 Time and again s he stepped to the front of
tho literary stage and "stole the show".

"In the eyes of a large

portion of the inhabitants of Gopher prairie and Zenith City alike
Miss Lowell.... (was) modern American poetry."*

In sophisticated

circles "though a rare Hoeea (like Jean Gate! or Conrad Aiken)
cried out against the bard of Brookline"

there was ever a constant

sale of all she wrote, and what she said was widely quoted.

Some

saw genius, others saw only a gift for color and words; but all
were impressed with the calibre of the woman.
The opening quotation is a neat summary of what the wellinformed person of to-day Knows about Amy Lowell.

1.
2.
5.
4.

ti.

If a reader in

Hughes, G. , Imagism and the Imaglsts. p. 197.
Unteraeyer • I" , American Poetry Since 1900. p. 134.
Auslander, J., Letters to v.omen. p. tti.
Wood, c.,
p. 21b.
Wood, 0.,#
ti.

—

any sene®, he may know something she wrote besides "Patterns" and
"Lilacs", say "the Taxi", "Malmaieon" or the exquisite "Suit
Blanche".

Ordinarily the name stirs a thought of corpulence and a

giggle over "blank cigars".

Those who think at all are merely im

pressed with the fact that her fame has fallen sharply.
The critical comments are not many but these are typical:
much of her work eonsiated in "inventing or borrowing terms to dis
guise from herself and the world tho fact that her poetry was
largely written in prose".1

"It was certainly cold-blooded this
2
note taking and laboratory transcription" and "For the slim merits
our delight rises but the.abiding impression is that Miss Lowell
g
in verse was less poet than celebrity".
To the author of this last quotation, Clement Wood of the

naughty little mind, goes the distinction of being the "smart young
person" who the sympathetic Elizabeth aazgant said would find it
A
"...easy to puncture the soap bubble of... Amy Lowell’s

fame".

At first I was tempted to make this paper a refutation of many of
the points Wood makeo in his

consciously clever way In the only

biography of Amy Lowell as yet published.

Among the reasons £> r

not doing so were the fact that the book's Influence seems to have
been slight,and the work it represents could not have been more than
that required in a simple thesis.
It would seem now, seven years after her death, that the
true basis of the stature of Amy Lowell as a figure in twentieth1
4
3
*

1.

8.
3.
4.

Allen, H . , "Amy Lowell as a Poet", Saturday Review
of Literature. Vol.2, p. 568.
Hughes, O r. , op. cit. , p. 806.
Wood, C., Amy Lowell,. p. 46,
Sargent, E . , "Amy Lowell —
A Memory Sketch for a
Biographer", Sew Republic,, Hov. 18, 1925.

century letters must hate been misunderstood,or else our present
oritios find themselves vastly superior in acumen to those* in
cluding themselves in many instances, who came under the influence
of poetry plus Amy Lowell in the "big business days" of American
verse.

Of course from the first there were dissenting voices,

some scholarly, some amusing, and many rabid* but for dsery one
who oan truly claim to have anticipated the contemporary oil tloiam there are five who saw greatness in "Bronse Horses" and ten
who saw clear beauty in "Madonna of the Evening Flowers*.
"Thus far she has received no adequate critical appraisal"
but I have neither the desire nor the equipment to write a de
tailed estimate of the intrinsic worth of Miss Lowell1a poetry.
Suoh a work could be no more than a restatement of the findings of
.auoh men as Blankenship, Hervey Allen, Louis Untezmeyer, and
Glenn Hughes.

The discussion of her verse as such will only c o m

in incidentally as it concerns her interests and her aims and in
how much those aims were misconstrued.
It will be the purpose of this thesis to deal with the r
present state of opinion and knowledge about Miss Lowell,and then,
after a short sketch of her life, to illuminate features of her
personality that have been somewhat overlooked and must be appre
ciated to round out the picture of her achievement.

1.

Blankenship, American Literature as an Expression
of the ABBrioan^HTSTT pV.dfeoi
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DEATH

Amy Lowell died on May 12, 1926, only a few weeks after
the huge dinner in her honor given at the drowsy old Hotel Somer
set in Boston.

The oooasion which prompted this affair was the

publication, some months before, of what William Rose Benet later
' .
1
termed "the world's definitive biography of John Keats".
This
reviewer, it might be added, was one of the speakers at the dinner.
Several poets, Elinor Wylie among them, spoke of the influence Miss
Lowell had had on them and several critics, including Henry 3.
Ganby, praised past work and said in effect "The future's her
2
goose and I'll dare say she'll wing it".
They might well have
added "Though the triumph will need her own power to sing it".®
From the publication of Legends in 1921, when hor work
was directly under the public gage, to 1924, "her reputation in4
creased, but this attention "was not clearly focussed*.
Like
Robinson, according to the same writer, her importance was rather
taken for granted.

On the appearance of the biographyi this

changed and with the abundant praise in American reviews she again
became a vital power.
Her extraordinary business sense had prevented her pub
lishing poetry immediately before the appearance of the Keats
volume. Fir-flower Tablets and the anonymous Critical gable had1

1.
2.
3.
4.

Benet , V?. R . , "Amy Lowell, 1874-1925", Saturday
Review of Literature.
25, 1926.
Amy Lowell, A critical gable.
Hughes, G . , Imaglam and the Imaglsts, p. 220.
Maolieah, A. , "Amy Lowell and the Art of Poetry"
Horth Amor loan Revi ew, March, 1926.

of oourse,appeared since 1921, and the acknowledgement of the auth1
or ship of the latter made news, but these books eontaiaed none ©f
her own sorioaa poetry.
of the ooneeatratlem m

It was well-known,however, that in spite
the "life” many lyrics were ready to be

printed, and there was reason to think that maturing influences
might add the depth for which the crlties were always looking*
Something of the discreet ballyhoo which had heralded
the biography promised readers much in Amy Lowell* a first volume
of lyrics since 1919.

The material had been arranged and was in

the hands of the Houghton Mifflin Company when the poet had a
paralytic stroke,and died a few days later without regaining con
sciousness.
Miss Lowell was the first of the leaders of the "new
poetry" to have her work finished, and until the end of 1951 when
Lindsay passed, she was the only one.

Twelve and a half years

had elapsed since the accepted date of the beginning of the
renaissance, the first appearance in October, 1912, of Harriet
ftonrotfs Poetry.

In that time the insurgents had become accepted,

and wilder innovators like E. E. Cummings, Bodenheim and Kreymborg
were making Masters, Sandburg and Lot all seem neo-classioists by
comparison.

The early furore,which had for a while assumed fan

tastic proportions,died of exhaustion among other things, but

2

nevertheless, the quantity of verse published had increased.1

1.
2.

"Amy Lowell Owns Up", Literary Digest, March 6 , 1924.
Fourteen magazines of verse wore being published in
1924 — Untermeyer, L. , Modern American poetry.
4th Edition preface.

S

• '

The oulogdeB made much of the faot that Mima Lowell*a
career as a poet covered no more t h m those twelve years, and that
x

she could have been expected to write effectively for some time
because she was only fifty*- one at her death.

As far as the read

ing public was concerned however, she was to produce seven hundred
and ninety more pages of poetry in the ensuing two years, to be
followed in three years by reprints and first appearances of some
1
short prose writings of permanent interest.
In the meantime John
Livingston Lowes, a particularly felicitous critic of all Miss
..
g
Lowell's works, edited a well-ohosen selection of her poems.
Naturally posthumous works of a person quite as remark
able as her writings can hardly be expected to gain hordes of new
admirers, but still the fate of the three volumes of poems, part
icularly that of the last two, is more than a commentary on a o
changed taste.

In a sense the lyrics and narratives had changed

too, possibly quite as much as the true undercurrent of appreoia3
tion. "They were less daring and more tender."
Of course they lacked the sustaining force of their
aggressive mistress bustling around behind them, but it takes more
than bizarre tales emanating from an old mansion in Brookline to
carry the day as she had done before.1

1.
2.
3.

Amy Lowell, goats and poetry. 1930.
Amy Lowell, aolootect Poems of, 1926.
Hughes, G. ImaglBia and the Iiaagists, p. 220.
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POSTHDMOUS WOH£3
When "What's O'clock" was published in- August 1926,
naturally the worst that could with any grace be said was that it
was more lay Lowell, neither better nor worse.

The general tone of

the criticism was so favorable that by the time of the award of the
Pulitzer prise there had been seven printings and it had become
~
■
some thing of a "snob success" as the trade term has it. The
eulogies had made much of "the great liew England woman", and it was
to be expected that the public, thirating for self-revelation as
usual should seize upon
"Patterns",

2

"Lilacs"^ and place it next to or above

as the poet'a greatest,

possibly this is so, possibly

she was speaking of and for that part of America she knew best with
a new and homelier sympathy.

Without question there is depth and

the execution is skillful, but the special popularity of this
poem makes one suspect that it has become in reality a handy con
vention by which to remember oharaoteris ties of its author.

The

poetry even lost something.in its own right wheh recognised by the
prize committee, for it was too soon after Miss Lowell's death for
this victory to mean to many more than a fitting tribute.
"What's O'Olook" is no collection of the unpublished
verses of an old poet.

These poems were written during the best

balanced period of Amy Lovell's literary career.

They are largely

lyrics composed in the midst of biographical and critical research.*
2

L.
2.

What»e O'clock, p. 68.
Men ifiomen and Ghosts, p. 3.

The outsiders who had been jarred into attention by the pyrotech
nics of Men Women and Ghosts1 found little to startle them, while
the form fanatics could find nothing new.

Some even thought that

the appearance of thymed iambics,as in "Eleonora Duae",^ was a sign
of defeat or even dotage.

The truth was that after the years of

movements and controversy had stirred lazy intellects,and gained
the ever desired audience, Miss Lowell was writing clear modern
poetry of indisputable beauty without the early tenseness.

It was

wrong of anyone to expect her to be with the experimenters.
In this bo ok there is no sustained effort.

A quaint

story in pentameters occupying twenty-two pages entitled "Which,
Being Interpreted, la As May Be or Otherwise"5 is the only poem
longer than the compelling tale of "Svolyn Ray"* with its cynical
twist at the end.

There is evidence of the poet’s absorption in

her bigger task in several poems, particularly "On Reading a Line
6
Underscored by Keats in a Copy of ’palmerin of England *".
"The
Watershed"6 is a deft, if weary, retort to critics.

Her hectic de

votion to the friend on whom she leaned so heavily appears again
in a poem to Mrs. Russell, "In Exoelsis"^.

It is, if anything, finer

than the better known "Madonna of the Evening Flowers".

8

Then

there is a telling series of six sonnets speaking adoration of

1.
B.
3.
4.
6.
6.
7.
8.

Published 1916.
What’s O'clock, p. 886
Ibid., p. Id4.
Ibid. , p. 14.
Ibid, p. 216.
Ibid., p. 193.
Ibid * , p # 54#
pictures of the Floating World

.

-
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the great Duse whose death oame to sadden Mies Lowell leas than a
year before her own.
These preoooupatione,however, only add to the balance of
this book which of all Amy Lowell’s vo zk shows the highest contin
ued quality, and a selective taste w M oh she had at times sorely
lacked.

Here are all of the poet’s interests expressed in a

range of form never before attempted, for on one hand is that which
is good in vers fibre, and on the other, both popular and unusual
rhyme schemes.

Besides there are bia nk verse, and even heroic

couplets with only an occasional alexandrine line to suggest the
old restiveness.
In Untermeyer'a latest anthology there are seventeen
%
pages devoted to Mies Lowell, in which are reprinted thirteen of
her poems.

Of these six are from ’’What’s o ’clock” showing, with

allowance for the limitations of such collections, something of
this critic’s opinion as to where the relative work of the shorter
2
pieces lay. His choices are: "Wind m d Silver", a striking
four lines in the liaagist vein; "light Clouds",

3

a greater effort

succeeding because the brilliant imagery is just within focus;
"Evelyn Bay", couplets and triplets used to effect in a grim
narrative with an agnostic’s question; "In Excelsis", "The rush
ing gladness of... love" more than irregular but none of the early1
3
2

1.

2.

3.

Modern American Poetry, 4th Edition, 1930., Frost
leads with thirty-one pages, then Lindsay and Bobinson with twenty each.
It would have aroused Miss
Lowell's confessed jealousy, for the moment at least,
to find Edna Millay leading her by one page.
Ihat's O'clock, p. 22.

IbTATT pT.m

.T

.
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abandon; "Meoting-Hoase Hill” ,1

the poet’s eyo and imagination at

its happiest; and last of coarse, "M l a e s ” , the Hew Englander’s
song in free verse,
Such a lasy vmj of selecting pieces for comment requires
a defense.

In this ease the compiler of the anthology is the most

understanding of the accredited critics.

There is however, one

remarkable, poom neglected by Untermeycr which must be noticed,
”11nit Blanca” is liked by even Clement Wood.^

H© is an amateur

psychologist looking for self-revelation, who, however, found this
%
"magical and haunting”.
4
To these should be added "purple Grskier”, simply birds
in Amy Lowell’s garden but handled with distinction,

"Overcast

Sunrise”5 may have the earn proviso but it too succeeds.

Then

"Tomb Valley”? a poem in six line alternate rhyming verse should
be noted because it shews an appealing romanticism.

When it is

remembered that the narratives have some worth,as do the sonnets,
the richness and breadth of appeal of the volume are manifest, and
7
still it is not the product of a "daemon" stretched to the utmost.
It is rather the sober harkening to creative impulse than the oon-1
2

1.
2.

a.
4.
h.
d.
7.

nNy Lowell, What's O'clock, p. 82.. .
lood, C . , Amy Lowell, p. WU. The praise is character
istically soured by a comparison with "the more dis
tinguished music of Conrad Aikoa", well xnown. to be a
blindly consistent defaaer of Amy Lowell. See Aiken.
C. , "Amy Lowell Abides our Question".
Ibid., p. ti8. •
What's O' clock, p. 78.
I^Jiu. , p. 61.
Ibid., p. 168.
niken, 0. , "Amy Lowell Abides Our Question", Hew
Republic, March. 1V22.
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struotlon of over-burnished or n»lodraaatio tours do fore® that
buoyed, but did not strengthen the earlier works.

In this there was

real promise for no defense of deliberate art could shield her when
she was impatient and ut tho same time short of material.
The two remaining volumes of poetry had of r.necessity to be
less effective.

Good judgement was used in their publication, but

oven with posthumous works the later ones would logically be expected
to show progress.

This is not true of "Bast Wind" and "Ballads for

Sale", probably because they were only the material that books
made of when Mias Lowell died."*Taken as a whole, "What's O'clock" shows something of h
new spirit,though the moods and methods are not startling.

It en

joyed arrangement and pruning by the m thor herself, whereas the
others were put together by Mrs. Bussell with expert advice from
Cambridge.

The 1926 volume may easily have been much as Amy Lowell

intended it to bo, but, A lie the nfiterial could not be much
affected by editing, it nevertheless was not quite what such a
group of her narratives could have been.
There wore plenty of people, to nraiao "The Lay that was
That Day"

and each reviewer found reason to say something nice

about one or more of the other twelve tales.

Each got its share of

attention,and it was granted that Miso Lowe11 had drawn some genuine
Hew England pictures and told some good .stories.- The book was
pleasing to admirers of the earlier Legends, but it is doubtful if
.

many new adherents were attracted.1
2

1.
2.

Hughes, G . , op. pit. , p. 211.
East Wind, p. 51.

•
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Whatever it was,the volume laoiced what the time and the
taste required.

It may ho idle to a peculate as to the ’cause of the

defection,for it is defection when a new Amy Lowell volume la treated
with the casual reception that was the experience of "East V.'ind",
but something besides the falling off of interest inevitable in the
case of a colorful writer.

Maybe it was little more than the fact

that some of the better poems had appe ared in The Bookman. The
Century and others at more propitious times.

The balanoed restraint

of Frost's narratives may have had something to do with the feeling
that mueh of East Wind is more and less oveidramatieed.

Their very

form with the frequent two, three and four syllable lines, which can
be read as good dialect, give the poems as printed a certain tense
ness that "the situation does not always justify.

Local pronuncia

tions and idioms are hard to set up without making the lines look
them
like farce script, so without Miss Lowell ever there to read/oorreotly and start them going, the poems wore crippled.

More simply yet

it is no exaggeration to say that in 1926 or any time since a baker's
dozen of such stories in verse would have to be of unholy brilliance
to create a presentable stir.

These poems wore not that, though

they are effective and "The Day that was That Day" is worthy of
preservation m

one of Amy Lowell's beat dramatic bits.

Just twelve months later, and a little ever two years
after her death, the eleventh volume of the author's poetical works
appeared.

This was something of a miscellany.

As it appeared it

contained three hundred and eleven pages, exceeded only by the
prodigal Men Women and Ghosts of 1916.

This incidentally brought

her poetry published in book form to the rpbust total of 2i>02 psgos.

-
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Tho aoknowleugemonta to periodicals and others for the first appear
ance of some of these last poems alone is a list of thirty-five
names, ranging from Soribners to Voices*
The "BalladsH themselves occupy the first sixty pages and
are the most distinguished part of the volume,
poems, two thirds are in rhymed verse.

of these twelve

The first, with its handy

title, "To a Gentleman who Wanted to See the First Drafts of my
Poems in the interests of Psychological Research into the Workings of
•

-

-

-

■

%

the Creative Hind",

is a vigorous demand for privacy while she lived,

though fortunately for the student, in the last two lines she
countenanced later delvizg :
"Though. I shudder thinking of you
wandering through my beds of bloom,
.You may come with spade and
p
shovel when I'm safely in the tomb."
It might be pertinent to remark that Miss Lowell's methods
would make her an awkward subject for the gentleman's research, for
it was her bustom to write rather casual first drafts in pencil and
have these typewritten by a stenographs r before attempting any re
vision.

Bach change would bo incorporated in a now copy, and so the

polishing progressed.
preserved.

The pencil originals were not,as a rule,even

The poet had to see her work in a printed form in order

to judge it.

.

To return to the "Ballads", they strike a more personal
tone than noticeable in more than infrequent passages in earlier
5
works. In "Behind Time" especially, the author tells more about1

1.
fc.
b.

Ballads for Sale, P. 5.
IBID., p7™5.
Ibid., p. 47.

-14

hersolf than in oooipleto v o l u m e in the d ayo when eh® led a school.
Shore is a wistful longing for a particular kind of rest that besets
1
all people, but the "cottage, trim and no at as paint can make it",
is built and fitted for one unique person* an Amy Lowell that might
have been in aftor years, though actually eho loathed tho thought of
retiring,or worse yet, declining.
Another so-called ballad is "To a Lady of Undeniable Beauty#

2

and practiced Charm",

;

a perfectly regular Petrarchan sonnet which

is Any Lowell’s beat work in so oonfi. nlng a form.

It is a pity that

she did not do more of this sort; of thing, because the concentra
tion was to her liking and rhyming was no hardship as the hundred
pages of A Critical ffable proved.
The next group is:"Qouohe Pictures of Italy",
shorter verses that move with oasd and make tolling ridicule of
the hyproorisy that Amy Lowell hated so ardently.

By far the :

greater part of the book, however, is taken up with sixty-six poems
under the heading "portraits, Places, and People” , to which is
suffixed eight pages of "Songs of the Pueblo Indiana", always hard
to judgo though tho renuoring seems adequate.
In the two hundred and. fifteen pages of the main section
appear poems in all Misa Lowell’s mbode and manners, tinged with a
conservatism that is satisfying, without showing a loos of creative
vigor.

Thors aro again the tributes to Mrs. Bussell, Mrs. Belmont

and Eleanor Buse.

1.
2.

The intense and obvious sincerity behind these1

Ballads for Sale, p. 48.
IDld. , p. %i;

-
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expreaalona of admiration and devotion raise them above a possible
1
'
2
routine.
"Foot" and Portrait" are typical of these but they do
not approach "Madonna of the Evening Flowers".
There are also narratives, of which the longest is prob
ably the beat.

"The Madonna of Carthagena"S tolls of a miracle in
.
4
an old Spanish colony, "Written on the Sever re",
. is modern and
restrained in a manner not found in Legends.
There is besides,a large number of poems in which the
poet tells of herself more truly than In the older poems,
5
6
7
"Grievance", "Bode the Six Hundred", "Caustic", and "Mew Heavens
for Old".

They revoal premonitions of an early end, and the

sensitiveness to attack that critics commonly failed to see because
of her cheerful ardour in ail things.
rod shoes comes in.

Even her old passion for
•

Just how much lore judgement would have been used in this
i
selection had the author lived is problematical, but when two poems
U
■IQ
about Charleston not so good as the two
in What’s o'clock are
included,and some others seem simply unimportant, it is compulsory
to believe that there is more there than need bo.

naturally the

temptation was to include all of any worth in Miss Lowell's port-

1.
8.
b.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Ballads for Sale, p. 13b.
Ibid. , t>. 19b.
Ibid. . p. 95.
ibid. , p.' 173.
ibid. , p. 116.
^bl&e* p* 154*
Ibid., p. 138.
Ibid., p. t22.
1 bid. , p. 197 anu 199.
What's O'clock, p. 00 and

folio,and mo,even though ahe had made a tentative arrangement
herself,this may be the oauso of a certain diffuaenees that critics
find.

One has to believe the words of her literary executor, "Thref
*|
' : ■
volumes of poems were practically ready for the press", but this

was strictly true of only Hhat*b O'clock, for Miss Lowell oould
hardly have published the last two any sooner than Mrs. Russell
did.

In the time that must have elapsed Bast Bind would have

gained much and Ballads for Bale still more , if for no other raaso£|
than that she had shown in the arrangement of the Pulltser prize
winner a selective faculty which was not always hers in the hec
tic years.
In 1930 a volume of short prose writings appeared en
titled J^etry and poets.

The collection shows her vigorous crit

ical methods,and gives some interesting side lights on other
writers.

There are "four essays on what poetry is and how it is

made; two on elder poets in whose work Miss Lowell found special
meaning for herself and seven short essays on the work of her

2
leading poetic contemporaries".

Sothing is more ephemeral than

remarks about neighbors but that "characteristic eager prose known
to the readers of her Tendencies in Modern Amerloan Pootry and
3
Six Branch Poets, setting forth robustly her considered opinions",
makes surprisingly good reading even if her prejudices and friend
ships are not j-nown.

Of course one must have more than a haphazard

interest in Amy Lowell and the affairs of the literary world in her1

1.
2.
%.

Amy Lowell, poetry and Poets, preface, p. V.
Ibid,, preface, p. V.
loia.. Preface, p. V.

time to find the boon absorbing.

Hot unexpectedly the sale was

small, but thore is more than historical interest in her discussions
1
2
of Whitman and Emily Dickinson,while the two essays on D. H. Law-

jZ
renoe

tell more of tho vast differences and strange connections be

tween the Englishman and Miss Lowell.
Each piece dates itself more or less and the first part
that should rightly be the fruit of her last years gives evidence of
having been written when the poet was protesting and experimenting.
Some of her ideas remained unchanged but she would not have indulged
herself with such near-banalities as "Every form is proper to poetry
4
as long as it is the sinoere expression of a man's thought".
"Poetry and poets" again brought Amy Lowell's name into
the olrole of now books.

The prose has a way with it, her ideas are

ingenious and her criticism healthy, but the volume carries only
mild force to-day.
There was no literary m a n * © knew Hiss Lowell and her
poetry half as well as John Livingston Lowes of Harvard.

He was a

friend of president Lowell and was often at his sister's house.
His criticism was sane ami sympathetic.
much.

The poet valued it very

He was just the right person to select and edit a book of

representative poems.

This he did in 1926.

Selected poems of Amy Lowell is a collection of the best
in each of her volumes.

It Is admirable in that it shows her moods

and various techniques as they developed from

1.
2.

Poetry and Poets, p. 61.
iolci. V p. iW.

3.
4.

Ibid., pp. 161 and 175.
Ibid. , p. 6.

a

Dome of Many1
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Ooloxed GI u b b to the posthumous volumes*

lows's own opinion la

almost wholly submerged beoauae, while thoro is a good and suffi
cient reason for every ohoice, the apace allotted to each volume is
ao uniform as to give no intiioaiion as to the relative merits of
her works.
as Zeya".

He even included a suitable amount of the long "Guns
Ao a representative selection it is excellent, but it

would be a pity if Lowes, with his peculiar equipment, would not
some time be a whit lass modest,and exercise his critical faculty
to weigh the worth of the individual poems.
This collection brought Amy Lowell's work within the
reach of those who wore somewhat stunned by the eleven original
volumes.

It was however, not nearly as attractively printed and

bound as the books to which the author gave meticulous care.

It

looks like a text-book,and has served as such to its popular dis
advantage.

AII05 "IS ANTHOLOGIES, El$C32?25iU.
Amy Lowell'a poems have had adequate hearing in anthol
ogies like Untermeyer's, already discussed, and in surveys like
Norman Poerster's American Prose and Poetry,

but the representa

tion is a distinct falling off from the days when she was living.
■■
'
Up to 1925 thirty-three of her poems occupied one hundred and
.

-

.

nine pages in W« 3. Braithwaite's Anthologies of Magazine poeby.
Her nearest competitor had been Hobinson with ■twenty-three poems
1
taking fetiy-two pages to print.
dhe had appeared 148 times to1

1.

Wood, C.

Amy Lowell, p. 46

19X

Robinson'a thirty-nine and the magasines ranged from the Yale
Review to Good Housekeeping.

"In Marguerite Wilkinson's rRow

Voioea* she had equal length with Lindsay and more than the others."1
It would seem that day Lowell among her contemporaries is
losing ground to the still active Rob ins on and Frost, while holding
Lindsay and Edna Millay as her poetry now stands. 1
2*
4 naturally the
methods used give merely a rough physical estimate and it is true
that some poems are reprinted for their historical interest alone.
It is nevertheless the only concrete measure.

BIOGRAPHIC .<L ih&ERIAl
The first item one meets on looking for more minute infor
mation concerning Amy Lowell is the seeming biography by Clement
Wood. This facile writer had been at odds with the poet as early as
.3
■■
.
1916 and had gone over all but the biographical inferences in her
4
poems in his 'poets of America , which appeared in the spring of 192:5^
He has a witty way of commenting on early banalities and inept
rhymes, some of which Untermeyer had picked out for him,**

1.
2.

The fact

Wood, C. Amy Lowell. p. 45.
In F. C. Prescott and Gerald Sanders — 45 Introduc
tion |s Amerldan Poetry, the very latest critical
anthology, Miss Lowell has less audience than Lind
say and Robinson but is on par with the other
moderns.
8 . Wood, 0., Amy Lowell, p. 81.
4. Wood, C . , poets of America, p. 214.
6 . Untermeyer, .imerlo'an Poetry Since ivOO,
p. 140.
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that he had only two fleeting glimpses of his subject in the last
nine years of her life does credit to his ear for gossip, but he
strays further from the truth when he reconstructs early life and
yreuuian complexes with the help of forgotten bits from ’a Dome of
Many Colored glass.

When he did meet her the best he got oil of it

was the inspiration for one of his countless "Eagle'Sonnets".

A

clearer light penetrates at intervals and Wood has the grace to
acknowledge

B

its source in Elizabeth Sergeant's "A Memory Sketch

for a Biographer".

The man looks eagerly for realistic tendencies

and finds two fair examples in two thousand pages.3

He is absorbed
4
by the idea that the woman lilted to represent herself as a man.
He clogs the discussion with his definition of poetry which gives
away the whole book at the start,3 and then shows characteristic
taste in questioning the sincerity of John Lowe's praise, and,
after faultfinding with minor poems, settles down in the last
chapter to a routine treatment of woman unfulfilled by love.7

A

little psychology is a dangerous thing fb r one of his mind.and ternper.

And to top it all he has the temerity to dedicate the offer

ing to John jfeats, as though it were a vindioation of the poet in
opposition to Miss Lowell's "life".
The ridicule of Clement Wood as biographer is almost too
easy and pleasant to stop, but it is hardly profitable.

1.
2.
8.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Wood, 0.
Ibid. , pp
ibid. , p.
ibid. , p.
ibid., p.
Ibid. , p.
Ibid. , p.
Ibid. , p.

Amy Lowell, pp. 11 , 21 , 28.
, 87, 88.
23.
HI.
12.
48.
130.
173.

flaturally

there are a few foots not to be found in "Who's Who", and fortunate
ly in view of ito general uneavourinese the short book reads fast.
There were plenty of stories good and bad that found
their way into eulogies, but only Elisabeth sargeant showed a
feminine qppreoiation and a writer's grasp of Amy Lowell as she
really was in later years.
that and more.

Her "Memory sketojd for a Biographer" is

She was not an intimate friend or even an acquaint

ance of long standing, but this unpretentious article is the best
guide to Miss Lowell's personality that is available.
Another.essay that attempted the same thing is Miss
V. Teaman's "Amy Lowell at Sevenele".

This is more of a eulogy and

less reasoned but gives the impressions of a sensitive admirer.
The only article by a personal friend who had any first
hand knowledge of Miss Lowell before die became a literary figure
is by Elizabeth Ward Perkins.
after her neighbor's death*

It appeared a little over two years
The writ er has collaborated on at

least one book with Charles Woodberry

and has a pleasant style.

She gives interesting pictures and anecdotes of Amy Lowell at
eighteen, thirty-eight,znd at the time of her death,

she was

possibly the only person who was intimate with her throughout her
life.

Even the illustrations, including one of the impressive

library, are of significance.
B. M. Lovett wrote an article that is something of an
analysis of her character^ but it has little more real biographical
material than the newspaper obituaries.1

1.

The Art of Seeing.

William Hose Benet was always load in his praise and his
article appearing immediately after her death is well considered,
hut a straight eulogy of "A groat lady, a great opponent, and a
great friend".1
At the end of Harvey Allen*s "Amy Lowell as a poet"
there is an editorial note to the effect that the writer was to
follow it with some light on the poet's personal qualities.

That

the promise whs never fulfilled is unfortunate, because, in spite
of his

asj.motion of much of the poetry,he showed an understanding

of the woman herself.
Of course a fair amount of copy has appeared, but there
has been no attempt to present any great amount of fact concerning
Miss Lowsli; ' Clement Wood's untimely effort may have had a dis
couraging influence on any less brilliant savant who might have
wanted to write an unaffected biography.

However that may be, what

ean be called an authorized life of Amy Lowell is now well under
way.

Its author is 8. Foster yamon of Cambridge.

He has adopted

the only possible oeuree and has secured the aid of Mrs. Bussell
who, as literary executor,and bentfieiary, has what material was
to bo found at sevens!#.

She did not really know Miss Lowell

until the latter was thirty-seven or more, but from then until her
death Ada Bussell was the practical mistress of the poet's house,
her protection against the world, and her ideal, indispensible
friend.
Damon, it is understood, is hardly of a like emotional
and intellectual make-up with his subject for he is an esthete and
not a forooful man.

1.

He new Miss Lowell who helped him with hie1

Beset, w. B . . Amy Lowell. 1874-1925
3at. r.eview of^XTt. may
.

poetry •

It la nice to find that abe admired hie work in criticism.
There la bound to be wide differenoea of opinion oon-

oerning the biographer's evaluations of her work, but la has every
reason to be an interesting life story for he.has the wherewithal,
.M-; . -'
'
■■
and is a writer of parts.
Strangely enough the best delineation of Amy Lowell her
self has oome in the form of a poem of eighteen small pages.
is one of the "letters"

2

It

in Joseph Auslander's letters to Women.

The picAire is not particularly flattering nor entirely fair, but
where his insight strikes there is a certain grandeur.

She sweeps

along with a happy majesty only to meet her loneliness face to
face.

.
It is remarkable that while she lived Aualander was un

successful and unattractive to the point where Miss Lowell could
only tolerate him for the vague promise of his gifts.

He dined at

Sevenels only onoe or twice and included the usual ice water,
pillows, cigars and swathed mirrors

in the poem;

He nevertheless

outdistances all but MissSargent in genuine sympathy.

Him super

iority lies in the vividness of the impression, so essential in
dealing with such a distinctive per® nality.

He managed to oatdh

in great part the heart of the woman and the spirit of the poet.1
2

1.
2.
«3e

Amy Lowell,"A Consideration of Modern poetry",
north American Bo view, Jan. 1U17.
Aualander, J., Letters to Women, p. 11.
Ibid* , p. 16.

-
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oaitieisM
Quit® naturally a fairly gratifying amount of material
that hears on Miss Lowell*a oharaoter as well as her poetry is to
be found in oritioal estimates and reviews of books in magazines
both before and after her death, although since 1925 the only one
'

..........

:

■ -

.

:

•

of importance is Prof, Allen's analysis,

:

.

this is a frank state

ment of the academic point of view with its almost inevitable re
futation of much of her aesthetics and more of her prosody.
the sober criticism of a reluctant opponent.

It is

His method and eru

dition are admirable, however painful some of his conclusions.
For an able defense of Amy Lowell's poetical mind and
manner Archibald itaoLieeh is, or more precisely, was, the best
protagonist. He was something of a protege of hers. His own
1
'
■
poetry has changed much or he might well have written something
2
to offset Clement Wood's work. An art!dL # published two months
before her death was a vigorous exposition and justification that
supplied the poet's adherents with quotations from

Crooe and

other"scholarly arguments that were too often absent in their
praise.

This critique has had no rival in the period since 1925.

The nearest thing to this is Cestre's "The Poetry of
2
Amy Lowell" which, issued as it was in pamphlet fora as an
advertisement by Houghton, Mifflin Company, (though without their
imprint) , oould hardly have had the attention it deserved.

It was

a tribute from a Frenchman who saw in her poetry beauty and an1
3
2

1.
2.
3.

Maoliesh, A., The Conquistadors. 1962.
Maoliesh, A., "lay Lowell and the Art of Poetry",
Horth American Review, March, 1926.
Uostre, Charles, "The Poetry of Amy Lowell", a
translation of an article in La Revue Anglo-Amorionine,
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incomparable skill in the manner which she had first admired in the
1
work of his countrymen.
It was probably as little noticed however,
as "Amy Lowell —

Her Life and Work" by Richard Hunt, a pamphlet

by Macmillan.
Among recent text-book surveys of American literature
Blankenship’s generoue volume gives a fair enough amount of space to
the "Sew poetry", Amy Lowell, and the Imigists.

His work is too com

prehensive to be authoritative, but for the same reason seems, in
this case at least, to represent a good cross section of opinion.

He

admires her boat known pieces and thinks her pictorial sketches and

2
narrative poems of moot value.

He nevertheless is inclined to be

lieve with Harriet Monro that her "poetry is significant largely
because it is an element in a great career".S
In the more restricted field of Imigism a fine study has
4
recently appeared.
Its author, Glenn Hughes, is obviously a scholar
with good perspective, but has in addition a delightful sense of
humor that helps make this handsomely printed book a pleasure to read
from preface to index.

Admirers of the various poets discussed could

easily be irked by his occasional flippancy, which however is almost
always doubly repaid by sympathetic insight.

1.
2.
3.
4.

In dealing with Amy1
4
3
2

She was most indebted to Henri de Regnier and Paul
Port; Hughes, p. 6 , 199, 204; also see Amy Lowell,
Six ffrenoh posts.
Bianxehahip,.Amirican Literature as an Expression
of the American illnA, p. o2o.
yo^ Pit. , p. 620.
Hughes, G. , Imagism and the Ima%lst8 .
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lowe11 he seems to have given more ear to what the other imigista
1
said about her than would seem to lead to a good estimate.
In con
clusion ho joins D. H. Lawrence in saying "She was a good amateur in
2
all she did".
He takes a safe middle course. For the time being
then Hughes' work must be taken as tho most satisfactory criticism
of the poot.

PHIYiSE SOUP.CES
Tho preceding is a summary of what 1 have found to be the
state of the present knowledge of Amy Lowell and her poetry.

IIo

attempt has been made to list all the material that has influenced
my own understanding.

The bibliography will show most of the sources

of information consulted.

Supplementing this is a restricted amount

of recollection of an almost entirely second-hand acquaintance, which
was none the less full of meaning.

Mr a

forward books I was not likely to have.

Russell was good enough to
Seeing her at various times

has done much to build the Impression of Hiss Lowell,because she
was the complete complement of the woman with whom she was so intim
ate.
My notes were augmented by farther notes and illustrative
anecdotes furnished by Mrs. E. C. Streeter.

She had always told me

so much of the human qualities of the poet that it came as something1
2

1.
2.

Ob. Git., pp. £Q£ and £21. Amy Lowell was the only
one he did not know personally. Most of his material
was collected in 1928-29.
Ibid., p. 221.
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of a shook to find in latex years that Amy Lowell was often thought
of as a ferooious poetical propagandist and metallic literary
craftsman.

PASTT II

A BRIEF SKETCH OF li'ER LIFE

AMY UOWHJ.

A BRIEF SKETCH OF HER LIFE

00TLI5B
Life as a Lowell.
A. Family.
1. Forefathers.
£. parents.
&. Brothers and sisters.
B. Childhood.
1. Sevenels
2. Discipline.
3. Curiosity and enthusiasm.
4. Travel.
6. Education.
C. Youth.
1. Appearance.
2. Keats.
3. Manner.
4. Poems poor Key to life.
D. Young woman.
1. Mother’s death.
2. Travel.
3. Father's death.
4. Purchase of Sevenels.
Life as a po et.
A. Student.
1. Social and public connection.
a. Boredom.
b. Artistic interests.
2. Amateur poetry.
a. Obstacles to becoming professional.
b. Decision.
3. Training period.
a. Studies.
b. Travel.
c. Summer home.
d. Reading people.
e. Little theatre.
f. Theatrical friends.
B. Modern poet.
1. Conventional beginning.
a. Equipment.
2. England and Ezra pound.

11

3.

4.

Imaglem.
a. leader.
b. Anthologies.
o* I'wo volumes of verse.
d. Defender of Imagism.
e. Polyphonlo prose.
f. Oriental poetry.
5ho suoaess.
a. Poet.
b. Press agent,
e. Critic.
d. Biographer.
e. future promise.
f. Death.

" flE

BBILLIAIIT BAiiD^GBS OF BEI1G LOV.ELL"1

Among the poraeouted Puri tuna in England in the early
seventeenth eentury was a merchant of Bristol named peroeval lowell,
or Lowle,(1571-1665) who felt the promise of the Massachusetts Bay
Colony, and migrated with his family In 1639.

iho descendants kept

to domestic business to a large extent with the more prominent mem
bers taking part in politics as warn expected.

In revolutionary times

John Lowell was a delegate to the Continental Congress,

go was the

libertarian whose "All men are born free and equal” in the Massachu
setts State Constitution was eontrued by tho state supreme Court to
abolish slavery.
family of Cabots.

His wife was a member of the famous Massachusetts
One of their sons was Francis Cabot Lowell, first

cotton manufacturer in this country, who founded in 1822 the oity of
Lowell, and whose mills brought wealth to three generations of the
family.

Another son, Charles, was father of the poet, critic, editor,^

and diplomat James Bussell Lowell.

A third son, John, was an ardent

Federalist and a distinguished figure in agriculture.
The second John Lowell was father of the first head of the
Lowell Institute of Boston m d grandfather of Augustus Lowell, father
of Amy.

All these moh were more or lees prominent in publio life in

Massachusetts.
On her mother's side alone illsa Lowell had sufficient
prestige of lineage to assure her a firm footing where ancestors
counted as in lands with a titled aristocracy.

1.

Auslander, J.

Katherine Bigelow1

Letters to Women, p. 26.

Lawrence was the daughter of Abbott Lawrence, who was for a time
Minister to Great Britain*

Her experience at court added still more

to her natural refinement.
Amy Lowell's parents were married in 1853.

Their position

promised their children all the popular advantages to such an extent
that it could easily have been a devitalising influence.

Augustus

Lovell had not a great mind, and his wife was not strong, but the son%
and daughters inherited an abundance of positive qualities.
In 1865 a son was born.

This was pexeival Lowell, best

known late in life as the insistent believer in the existence of
sentient life on the planet Mars.

He had lived in Japan for twelve

years and was an authority on Eastern oustwas.1

He had a powerful

and versatile mind and did astronomy a service somewhat paralleling
hia sister ‘s work in her field; though his tenets were unproved,
the observatory he built continues to do important work.
The next year Abbott Lawrence Lowell, now president of
Harvard, was born.
that of the others.

His temperament was always less volatile than
Keen analysis and cold logic coupled with a

well reasoned conservatism brought him responsible positions.
treatises on government demonstrated his scholarship.

His

Too formal in

mind and manner, ho was only successfully made fun of by his youngest
sister.
Several years elapsed before one daughter and then another
_____________ ;
_________
1.

.

______________________

Hughes, G . , Imaglsm and the Imaglsts, p. 216.
Much of Hiss iiov/eil* o knowledge of and interest in
the Orient oamo from her brother.

were born,

the older, Katherine Roosevelt Lowell, married J. T.

SOiWlker, and become president and founder of the women's Municipal
League in Boston.
putnaa.

She younger, Elizabeth, became Mrs. V/illiom

Neither, although enterprising women, was of the intellec

tual fibre of the fifth child.

f Amy

Lowell was born in the family house, sevenels, in

Brookline, Mussaehuaetta, on February a, 1874, more than ten years
after her sisters and nearly nineteen years after the elder son.
Thus she began life where she lived most of it, and where she died, j
Sevenels had a character well-fitting the Lowells.

It was

in the middle of a small par a*, on the top of a knoll some five miles
from Boston Common.1

The drive wound from a stone pillared gate t

through heavy trees to a clumsy front door with a big shiny boll
handle at one side.

The house itself was solid convention from its

massive granite base wall and high ceilinged rooms opening on the
antlered hall, to a spacious third floor squeezed at the sides by
the Mansard roof.
In this house an aggressive and energetic Amy romped as
much as the over-strict father would allow.

Her brothers and sisters

were enough older so that sho was not merely a younger sister but
rather a privileged only child fast developing a devastating way of
talking, a most admired accomplishment in that household,

she was,

however, anything but spoiled for, where there was discipline, it was
Bevels, and punctuality was a moral principle.

1.

It was even loss to the distinctly Bostonian town
house on Commonwealth Avenue that Augustus Lowell
kept for some time. (A. C. otroeter)

The gardens at SevernIs were extensive, including in their
borders enough varieties to supply the background for some poems that,
to the uninitiated, sound, like seed catalogues.

Familiarity with

flowers and the way they are grown seemed almost necessary to Amy's
intense curiosity.
same way.

She v®nt at her studies and music in much the

They wore entered into with enthusiasm although outdoor

interests, riding m d driving in particular, claimed most of her
time.

There was nothing of tho studious child about her.

It was

only complete absorption in what she was doing coupled with her
happy faculty of rapid recording of facts and images that enabled
her to keep up with the rigorous program of learning.
/
•
When eight years old tho keen-eyed, bustling Amy was taken
on a rather extensive tour*

That is rather young to go to Scotland*

England, France, Belgium, Holland, Italy, Germany, Norway, Denmark,
end Sweden, but here was a girl who, if nothing else, could get an
idea of tho size of the world, and honest curiosity bears fruit at
any age.:
Then followed more sevenela, more Hew England,day schools
and a great quantity of private instruction.^

The other children

were grown up and some were married, but lived nearby,

studying,

riding, and playing tennis each had its share of attention.

Books

were read with increasing interest, chiefly the accepted literature
2
of England.
Her musical training was thorough and she was an apt1

1.
8.

Ho Bostonians.of her set ever went to boarding
schools. (A.C.S.}
Her mother disapproved of her loading Louise Aloott's
"Little \Somen*"becauwe it pictured such a different
oocIaT*"standard from ours*.
(A. C. S.)

flipll.
Already at eighteen Amy Lovrell v/ao more than plnep.

It

took energy to do things, but she seemed to have enough to carry her
blithely along in all the pursuits oho chose.

"It was exhilarating,"

said Elizabeth Perkins, "to see her in a many-founoed dress, a little
knob of hair atop of her Head, pyramidal at parties on the spring
floor of Poantis', the local dancing master's ballroom, carrying her
weight in the waltz with airy lightness and perfect rhythm; Amy so
generous in sympathy with other girls' young men, such a good oom1
zade with her own."
By this time sho knew Keats^.poems-"many of them by heart"

2

and she and her friend dismissed his love affair in the light of the
published letters.

'!The girls read and wrote verses together."

Her

•hanger and thirst would have been considered in fin da siecle Boston^
’
•
•g
equivalent to an unhealthy appetite for the moon", but she had no
liking for self-conscious revolt,
the society about her.

she was outwardly conforming to

She was expected to halt her commanding ways

long enough to take a husband, say an Au b s or a Hallowell, but she
liked her way of doing things, and with her overbearing yet reasoned
manner of argument it was very hard to prove her wrong.

When the

family gathered at Seven els Amy was in the midst of ardent and
meaning conversation.

"Any two members of this familyc ould talk

and listen simultaneously, effecting a great economy in time and
patience, for conflicting opinions might be stated, registered, and

1.
2.
3.

Perkins, E. W , , "Amy Lowell of Hew England",
Scribner's, Sept. 1927.
Ibid.
Ibid.

answered at the same moment.
at the largo table.

Bew England reserve did not prevail

Bo Latins 01 Slavs eould have discussed more

fervently, or with more expressive gesture.*
All was not carefree living in Brookline.

always had

The Lowells had

money and being; born to it is moro ease than luxury.

There was the mother’s invalidism and the father’s stern conventions.
Her stratum of Boston sooiety gave little amusement to a boisterous
yet well-mannered young lady, some times too full of sense for It, and
sometimes too full of nonsense.

Besides, there was something incon

gruous in a fat glrl confident to the point of imperiousness.

There

was, however, a challenging charm to her alert and somewhat aggree2
sivo face.
It promised much but it demanded much In the friend*
There was a reserve that was belied by her conviction.

She had only

a few thorough-going friends, and those wore all women.

She did not

.

.

get on well with men her own age until later in life.

"Virile and

uncompromising in thought yet with a woman’s concrete dependence on
affection"* she expected her friends to be dependent upon her.
Since she was physically almost middle-aged by the time her
poems wore published, and, since she had a kind of reserve that would
disguise any direct references in her work, it is futilo to try to
guess from evidence in her writings how she felt about the boys she

4
liked.

'
That she was fond of some men at this time appears true.

That she could not subdue herself to a point where those who seemed1

1.
2.
3.
4.

Ibid.
Sargent, Elisabeth. "A Memory Sketch for a Biographer",
Saturday He view of Literature. Bov. 18, 1925.
perklns, E. h . , oF. ciT.
Wood, C. Ob. cit. , pp. 145, 159, 172, and 178.
As a poet~eKe was too objective to make Wood’s method
of research of much account, although some of the early
poems are abviously personal.

to her the less dull would pursue an m y thing but wistful girl, may
be equally true,

she had elaborate ideas about what a lover should

be, and the ohanoe of finding him in her oirole was very small.

By

the time the ’’desire for fulfillment” attained shape it was too late
for the experiences to be recognised and traced by outsiders,

After

all even Clement Wood admits ”fhe desire for fulfillment, if hot the
curse of unfulfillment is a general human characteristic"* so it is
hard to go far in this line.
The next event of importance in the poet’s life was the
death of her mother in 18*6 when Amy was twenty-one.

In the last

years she had seen how dreadful it was to be invalid,and the memory
haunted her when her own illness confined her more and more.

After

a year with her father she, accompanied by a very proper Boston
chaperone, spent the winter in the Bile Valley where she and her
friends had their own D&habeya.

A year later she was living at a

ranch at El Cajon in California, and the following summer, 1899, she
spent in Europe.
Soon after her twenty-sixth birthday Augustus Lowell died.
Sevenela was not left to her, but she had lived there more in the
preceding years and the other children were established elsewhere;
so with her ample share of the estate she bought the house.

There

she was, a short round little lady, young in her enthusiasm, a trifle
old in her step, but vigorous.

Hers was a keon mind, in which al

ready were stored myriad images of nature and the fruit of a colossal1

1.

Ibid.', p. 149.

-a-

reading.

She wan a oharmotor sooaingly too finiahod and complete for

twenty-six, but there wae charm, ambition, power, and maybe genius.

AMY LOWELL, 'i’fli: SUCCESS1
Amy L 0.7oil now had a life that could have been &ull in the
extreme.

Being the Lowell of sovenela, unmarried and known to

poeeeaa energy and orgua islng ability was enough to make her the best
potential woman’s movement leader in ifow England.

Already her

dinners wore of social elgnifioanoe, but she was heartily bored with
2
activities such as the suffrage agitation.
There wore staffjo lent
Boston ladies, philanthropic and public-minded, to. do what good
oould be done that way, she thought. She never even tried to conceal
her contempt for the intelligence of these who merely entertain and
are entertained.

Her frie nda wore grown up and had become Important,

or simply more interesting.

How it was easier to meet more people

in the artistic professions.

She could see and feel and express

things in the artistic manner.
All this time Hiss Lowell had been writing verse.
a genteel accomplishment, much admired by her friends.

S

It was

To her it

was more than that; it was sometimes quite necessary to write,

she*
3
2

-r---- --------------------------------------- ----------------- I
^ 1. Hughes, G., Imaglsm and the Imaglsts. p. 19?,
Title of oh tor on Amy Lowell.
2. she was however a membervof the Women's Educational
Society and was on its executive committee. For two
years she was visitor of small libraries from the
State library Board, "owner and director of Hylawn
ICenaela",. meaning her seven sheep dogs feared by
visitors. Women’s Who's W h o , 1914-1915.
3. The juvoniis Bream Drona volume was apparently written
when she was thirteen,
see Allen, H. "Amy lowel l
as a Poet" and Hughes, G. , Imog&bm and the Imaglats,
P. 197.

exp®oted to go on writing but until she waa twenty-eight there had
boon no determination to publish*
appealed to her.

A career as a poet had always

There were, however, quite sufficient obstacles to

support a belief that she was justified in delaying the deoieion.
Even Amy's birth gave her publicity, and she knew .vhat it
was like to be talked about by a large group of unsympathetic people
before even a surfeit of genius could have produced a book.

She was

confident; she felt she could instruct the ignorant, and convert
the knowing, but she was sensitive in a way that ill fitted her frank
and forthright manner.

Amy Lowell insisted upon a measure of under

standing that was well nigh impossible for a plump little rich girl
to secure.

The idea of unknown scoffers that she could not meet and

vanquish was strangely painful.

Besides, what she felt and wanted to

say sight seem grotesquely out of keeping with the powerful voice,
the defiant jaw, and the uncompromising fat.
The fact that she was first a thinker and could gauge the
prospect is no proof of an absence of "Delphic rapture".

Knowing

herself and poet’s lives she realised that once she chose the career
everything would have to be subordinated, and there could be no re
treat.

She knew the treachery of friends’ criticism but there were

qualified critics among them.

In 1902 she decided to become a pro

fessional poet.1

\J 1.

At this time Hiss Lowell had two men friends who
wrote poetry. They used to bring it to her.
She
commented, "I could write better poetry" and did.
(a. C. S.)

10

Fortunately, Mlaa Lov/oll appreciated the diacipline of
poetry, (many aay she oxaggorated it), and set to work methodically.
So unbalanced book of vereee was to bo published and later embarrass
a maturer poet.

From 1002 to 1910, when the Atlantic Monthly

printed a poem,"*" she studied h'ard and oopied the masters v/ith*at
seemed a rather grim determination to emulate genius in standard
forme.

'
A good deal has boon made of the fact that Amy Lowell,

while avowedly a poet (though few knew of her decision and fewer of
the height of her ambition), managed to remain silent so long.

She

probably created a record, for women writers at least, but it is not
true that she spent all the time sitting on the floor in the alooves
of the Athaneum Library, as many have inferred from her first long
poem.

2

Travelling in Europe, going to queer places including Turkey

and Asia Minor, and always seeing so much,occupied the summer of
1905 and the winter of 1908.

Besides she spend much time looking

into the side of Hew England that she could appreciate so well*

Her

summer home was in Dublin, How Hampshire, which was intensely Hew
England, although it had a good sized population of Boston families
in the warm weather.
She felt with considerable justification that she co uld
look into the lives of the simple without changing her own life.

After all there was already too much command in her bearing and weight1

1.
8,

"Fixed Idea", Atlantic Monthly, Aug. 1910.
"The Boston Athenaeum* A Dome of Ilany Colored
Glass,, p. 124.
• “

in her body to make it easy to slip unnoticed into a strange company.
Years l&tor, nevertheless,, she pictured, somewhat extravagantly but
with convincing truth, the feeling of the country and the pa.s b ions
#f the people in "Legends.and 5aot Wind, and to a less extent in
all her books.

Other people always saw her as Amy Lo.vell of

Brookline,but as though they could not help it they told her what
they had done and how thoy felt about it.
There were plenty of interests in her life at this time
besides reading and exoroia.e in various modes of poetry.
Little Theatre of Boston had her ardent support.

The ^original

At first eh e took

parts, for she had in addition to her trained voice a gift of
mimicry and an oar for dialect, as some of her poems show.
aho coached a number of productions.

Later'

At this she was at home as

in a ohoaen field, but always sho preferred more thorough-going
artists and found friends among aotreftses^
Boston was shocked when Lliss Lowell gave plays on Sunday
afternoons and entertained theatrical people.

It might hare bsen

less so, because the three significant no trees friends were Eleanor
Duse, Eleanor Kobeson, and Ada Dwyer.
albeit with some bizarre ideas.
Belmont.

The first was a great artist,

The second soon became lira

August

In her was combined the meat perfect grace with a dis

tinct flair for business and some literary talent, for she was one
of the authors of an unusual^7 successful play.*"

1.
2.

She is the E. R. B.

Teaman, 7. , "Amy Lowell at Sevenels", Forum, July, 1926.
The fact is recalled but not the play, irosaibly
"The Green Hat".

of that dainty unci axqulalte t r i b u t e ,TA Ludy".l

lh@ most Important

thing hor friendship brought Mise iowoll was Mrs. Ada Dwyer Hassell,
now legatee and literary executor.
Intimate friends like Elizabeth
2
Ward Zorkina consider hor advent at sevens!s as important in tlxo
poet's career m

her contact with the first imagists.

She, the

incomparable friend, oamo to stay for good in 1912.
Because Miao Lowell had money, probably more when she
started than when she died, it has often been said that she had an
unfair advantage.

Many a pot-boiling writer denounced her for the
g
statement that magusine contributions ought not to he paid for.

Two points, however, are overlooked:

wealth can secure the publica

tion of the first book or twombat then the fate of the author is in
the hands of the public; and again Amy Lowell did much, of hex writing
when her physical condition was such that only the most elaborate
oar# and seemingly fantastic luxuries could ,keep her from becoming an
ordinary invalid, incapable of any sustained effort.4
A Dome of I,!any Coloured Glass appeared just ten years after
the serious training commenced.

In it was some of the better poetry

of^Amy Lowell's student years.

It is now dismissed by the ozitios
a
as hopelessly conventional stuff, but it starts with "Before the1
5
4
3
2

1.
2.

3.

4.
5.

Sword Blades and Poppy Seed.
Lioo Perkins, E. Y.., ob. oit.
This appeared in an article on the 'hew poetry" i d the
Hew York Times, Mareh 26, 1916, (Wood, C. Amy Los ell.
p. 103]. Miss Lowell was thinking of the kronen
magazines to which Paul Port,and others she admited,
contributed, see Wood, C . , Poets of America, p, 225,
and amy La?oil, Six French Boots.
She had "a serious accident many years ago while driving
It necessitated a series of major surgical operations,
none of which was entirely successful (hernia), Allen, H
Untencoyer, L. Am. Poetry since 1900. p. 137. Four Ilkable poems from this volume appear in Lowe's selection.
"Delected Poems of Amy Lowell, Sargent, E . , Ob. cit.
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Altar'V and throughout shorn a surprising versatility ranging from
this distinctly imagistio poem to old fashioned tributes to Keats and
dexterous if mild Petrarchan sonnets, ending with some oreditable poems
for children.

It is a pot-pourri assembled from the better work of

the ten years preceding.

Some of the verse shows evidence of having

been written very early.

It was as though the poet had published the

poems she liked to get rid of them and clear the slate for more unified
efforts to oome.
A careful reading of this volume shows the elements in Miss
Lowell1s oharaoter that cade her an Imagist overnight when she was
introduced to the movement as such.

Hers was the technical equipment

to do what she wanted, she had "the publicity sense of a century",
1
CeiqJ one of her publishers later said, and here was a cause or move
ment that, pushed as she wanted to push, would bring the newer of the
"new poetry" to the fore.

She was happy to be with the left wing, and,

although eventually thgr had to retreat somewhat,she never regretted
the almost fruitless oontioversies.
that she felt justified in shouting.
of genius within.

There were so many people talking
All the time there was a kind

That it was not as Keatsean as she hoped is granted,

but there was a genius that forced her to say at least a good part of
the many things she wrote.
It was the trip to England in 1913 that brought Miss Lowell
into oontaot with Exra Pound and the group he was temporarily fo9ter2
'
ing.
They oould write and act the part of poets, but no one could1
2

1.
2.

Sargent, E. Ob. cit, ,
To Dos Imaglotos whion pound was compiling, Amy Lowell
contributed one poem, "In a Garden".

-

bo
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ant tho stump as it wore, and toll the public to road vers libre and

feel oultaxed.

A year later she returned to London and did just that,

Amy Lowell suddenly became leader of the ImagistB.3' She was at onoe
the press agent for tho movement and the most scholarly exponent of the
art itoolf.

Horo was tho business mind that,as muoh as any one thing,

gave aubetanoe to the agitation,abd helped poets oapitalize the situa
tion and put a hitherto unheard of aaount of poetry in the hands, if
not the minds, of the people.
Miss Lowoll way now in her element,

she arranged with lir,

Ferris Groenslet of Houghton Mifflin Oompany to publish three annual
anthologies of iaagistlo verse
Seed.

2

and her own "Sword Blades and Poppy

The next year, 1916, Six French poets appeared, to bs followed

in eleven months by lion, women and Ghosts.
belligerent prefaces and studied innovation.

This was tho period of
She argued that "poetry

should exist simply because it is created beauty" and "the poet must
learn his trade in the same manner and with tho same painstaking care
• 3
as the cabinet-maker"-.
Poems were made to illustrate the Imagiet
Credo and her own esthetic tenets.

Her articles in magazines were

eloquent in praise of the new order, and the critical reaction was

A
equally vehement.

2.

Hughes, 0., Inagism and the Imagists, p. 86-41, 199.
lie makes these days seem almost adventurous in his
interesting account.
3ooc Imagist Poets 1916, 1916, 1917.

8.
4.
Chap. Ill, for this phase.

The situation got more and more muddled so Amy Lowell tried
to clarify some of the issues by writing the first full length study
of the *new poetry” as she saw it.

Tendencies in Modern Amer jean
1
2
Poetry was attached for bad taste, nationalism and log-rolling , but
when the title and the times are kept in mind it is seen to contain
much good criticism.

5

Uext came Can Grande’s Castle in 1918, four long narrativea
In the controversial polyphonic pros e.
discussed.

Like the others this was much

Some of the vork smacked of the tour de force to the aver

age critic,S but, as ever, the sale was large.
Pictures of the Floating her Id. a volume of lyrics, was
published leas than a year later.

Here appears the Oriental interest

that expanded into Fir Flower Tablets, translations from the Chinese in
collaboration with Mrs. Florence Aysoough two years later.
same year 1981, Legends was published.

During the

This was a group of eleven

narratives that neither m traoted from the poet’s reputation nor added
4
muoh to it.
By this time Miss Lowell m s hard at work on the life of
Keats, but she wrote the anonymous A Critical Fable in which are exg
hibited twenty-one modern poets including herself,
printed by
Houghton Mifflin Company in 1922.
years later. 6

1.
2.
2.
4.
b.

The author acknowledged it two

—

Eliot, T. 3. in The Egoist. April 2918, (quo ted by
Hughes, ob. oit. p. "STITT"
Wood, 0. Amy Lowell. p. 21. This criticism is mild com
pared to liken, 0 ., Scepticisms, p. 22, 251.
Plenty of praise,simple and extravagant,was, however,
lavished on "Guns as keys” and "The Bronze Horses”. Bee
Maoliesh, A. Amy Lowell and the Art of poetry.
Hughes, G. , laagism anf the Imagiats, p. iio.
The "mood of utter abandon" has been exaggerated by (oont)

In 1914 "ah# envisaged herself In a triple role; first, as
eh# of the principal poets of the group; second, as business agent
for the others; third, as the critical Interpreter of the new poetry
in America.

To say that she filled all three roles with reasonable

success is to state on absolute .fact."’*’ During these active years
she lectured on a variety of literary subjects8 and read her ozn

g
verse to packed audiences.
She contributed to the Keats Memorial
4
*
K
folume, wrote articles, was twice a phi Beta Kappa poet, and re
ceived an honorary doctor’s degree from Baylor University in 1920.
All the time her poetry was appearing in book and periodical.*
6

Gont.
6. even Hughes. See obi pit.. p. 217.
6. Amy Lowell got involved in denying the authorship,and
finally tucked a notice of it into the British Who's
Who, 1924. It was found the day the book arrived in
this country.
"Amy Lowell Owns Up", Literary
Digest. March 0, 1924,

1.

2.

3.
N4.
5.

Hughes, 0. Imagism and the Imagists.. p. 26.
1916 — Lectured, Boston, Hew York, Chicago.
1917-18 — Lectured at Brooklyn Institute of Arts
and sole noee*
1921 -- Francis Bergen foundation lecturer, Yale
University; Marshall Woods lecturer. Brown University.
Wood, C . , Amy Lowell, p.
"The Lost Letter to Keats", Keats Memorial Volume
1921. The Bodley Head. see Thorpe, 0. D . ,
The Mind of Keats.
# f t F T 9 1 W - a E d l ^ l u m b i a 1920.

Outwardly there was a lull In Hiss Lowell's activity
while she completed her monumental "John Keats".

Actually the poet

wse writing the imterial of the three posthumous volumes of verse in
periods of comparative relaxation frosyihe arduous labor of oh coking
the sources and arranging the vast material that went into the
biography.
This two volume study came out intthe Pall of 1924.

At

first the reviews were almost entirely favorable* but the English

2
notices were in general not complimentary.

In spite of its price,

however, it was among the best sellers in the non-fiction field for
3
some time.
Again a success had been scored. A lecture tour to
England was planned, poems were in the hands of publishers, and an
abler, more mature Amy Lav ell, much changed from the militant pro

le

2.

3.

"Hot only by far the best biography of Keats, but one of
the best biographies in the English language", Richard
Le Galllonne in International Book Review. Date unknown
A thorough going Keats scholar, 0. D. Thorpe, has
given the most sensible appreciation of Miss Lew all's
work that I have found, in the preface to The Mind of
Keats. In Part: She "has revealed to the world anew the
manly man, the fivinely gifted singer that Keats was;
she has rescued the name of Fanny Browne from undeserved
obloquy." The purely critical material he does not think,
of equal importance to the biography proper.
The British were patrlotio and faithful to Sidney Calvin
(to whom Miss Lowell had offered the material she had at
the time of his writing July, 1914. see John Keats by
Amy Lowell, Pief. p. VIII). naturally there was more
reason for taking exception to the interpretation of
Endymion and other pee as. See John Keats by any Lowell,
p. 317 - 460. She herself had no Illusions as to the
English attitude and when the unfavorable reviews cam®
oouid truthfully say "I knew it, I knew it".
§12.50.
see "Ten Best Sellers, — Jfon-Fiotion", The
Bookman, Hov. 1924 — Feb. 1926.
Miss Lowell had previously said, "nobody will like my
Keats. The scholars will think it popular, and the
public will think it aoademio". (a . c . 3.)
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mo tez of ton years before was ready to move forward.

eheoked on May 12, 1925.

The advance was

PART III

THIS PERSONALITY" 0? AMY LO JELL

THE PERSONALITY OF AlY LOWELL

OUTLINE

I.

Introduction.
A. Purpose.
3. Strange pictures.
G. Contribution.
D. Jause of aisunderstending.
TI.>Her Appearance and Mind.
A. Appearance,
1. Face.
2. Physique.
3. Clothes.

B.

Mind.
1.

III.

'Her
a .
B.
0.

,
IT.

liar
'-A.
3.
v C.

D.

Inherited qualities.
a. Scientific interest.
b. Language and n*eio
8 . Oriental studies.
*
3. Use of sources.
a. Dislike of the academic.
4. Curiosity.
5. Business ability.
U'. Objectivity.
Will and Habits.
Causes of misunderstanding.
Necessary defense.
1. Sensitivity.
2. Habits fixed before poetry.
Ambition.
1. Routine.
2. Necessary luxuries.
Ethics and Polities.
, Puritan standards.
Non-believer.
1. No immortality.
2 . Others* religion.
Respect for the old.
1. Modernism.
2. Conventional verse.
3. Extravagance rather thetn radicalism.
4. «wakening rather than revolt.
"Federal mind".
1. Government by best people.
8 , -Pooi-1 problems for experts.

11

?.

Her a ostheties and Poetry.
. Oozamon etltlolsn.
3. iIn.r p ronoun aeae nt a.
1. Too emphutio.
2. "Sron,g things remembered.
Theory of poetry.
i. Creation of beauty.
a. Vision.
b. Suggestion.
o. Vividness.
d. C one.entration.
e. Externality.
f . Invention.
6 * Intensity.
2. Ho social purpose.
a. Judgement of Sandburg
3. Jadenoe.
a. Balance and return.
b. Gozaplication.
4. Confusion of the arte.
. 5. Spoken art.
'
a. Her voice.
b. Affected her judgement,
o. Critics at cevenels.
d. Lectures.
■ e. Part. In career. ■ ’
D. Affection and devotion/
2. inspired.
3. Humour.
F. Conclusion.

a

1MB r E iia o iU L li'Y OF AMY liQi.ELL

ibo opinions of the present and the foundations for future
estimates of Amy Lowell have boon toum ed on.
a brief sketch of her life.

To this has been added

It remains to be shown how she approached

greatness according to hi r own peculiarly feminine philosophy of art
and to glimpse if possible some of the unusual qualities that make
her so confusing to the average student.
Vio have pictures of her us a "polyphonic Joshua lead ing a
orew with a strong bedlam contingent, seven times seven times round
and round the walls of the poetio Jericho,, which disobligingly fails
1
to fall at her trumpet blast", as a huge woman in a bed stacked
high with pillows "read! xg under a black umbrella in the bright light
g
of midafternoon, smoking of course the equally black cigar", o r ,
more simply, as the mistress of John Keats5 and the mother of radical
poetry.

These purport to refer to the modern aristocrat of American

literature, the most dynamic of recent poets, possibly the most
fascinating.
It oan be shown that iiiea Low oil made distinct contribu
tions in "perfecting the technique of froe verse; hoi almost un
rivalled command of the vocabulary of sensuous impression; the wide
range of themes to which she has given poetical expression, and the
1
clarity and restrained beauty of some of her shorter poems".
What
' '
/
"
■
has been neglected is the human amy hai oil, full of intellectual
—

-

— --------- -- -
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2.
5,

4.
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-
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........... -

- - , ........ .. ............. 1
........ - - -

tood, C. , Foots of Aaerica. p. 228..
Sargent, ob. cit.
AusIunder, ob. cit., page 20.

Lowes, J. 1. Bncylopedia Brittanica.

/

vigour, independence, wit and a happy seat for life.
This poet had an unusual appearance, a reasoned wilfull
ness , and a mind that skipped about with amazing rapidity.

The

effect coupled with her dominating manner was disconcerting to the
greater part of those who met her or knew her only at second hand.
They clung to handy idiooynoiaoies that wore none of their business,
and connected her with a modernism she despised.

Hot "for some years
1
before her death had she been affiliated with a school", but they
continued to look on her as the blatant exponent of a peculiar
discipline.

If she had sacked as mia h as the stories related she

would have died still younger.

.

While it is impossible to do justice to her sympathy and
humour or to capture more than an imcling of the abiding oharm, the
spiritual magnetism of her personality, what follows may shed some
light on why she appeared and acted as she did.

HEK ABPBAKASCB iMB MISD.
Amy Lowell's face was soft in feature but the outline had
the severity of Puritanism.

It was composed and never relaxed.

There was an impregnable quality about it.
culture

was there.

same time.

The confidence born of

It was feminine, frank and self-conscious at the

Hor inferiors saw the will to dominate in the high1
2

1.

Lowes, ob» olt.. Even in the first days Miss Lowell
saw the "movement" feature of imugism as a short lived
mission. See Hughes, ob. olt,, p. 57. By 1917 she saw
that the anthologies etcetera, had served their pur
pose. 3ee Tendencies, circa, p. £49.

2.

Wood, C. Amy Lowell, p.

carriage; equals sometimes saw a childish quality1 in the uninhibited
g
urbanity of expression#
Only the j»netrating eyes showed anything
of her distinguishing vitality and mental agility.

Her hair she in

variably wore combed straight up from her ample brow to a simple
pompadour and topknot.
Her oppressizg stoutness, has given rlee to pictures of
3
"immense physique".
Actually oho was of Victorian build augmented
by majestic poise.

She was sensitive about her balkiness and used

strange devices to discount it.

Style sho had the judgement never

to seek, but she paid great care to the color, material, and em?
broidery in her clothe^. At times she even wore a livery jacket
effect to hide her size, and again she would camouflage it with an
exquisite Japanese kimono.

Do what she would it was a problem of

which she was always most painfully aware.
The Poet inha: iteti the Keen acquisitive Xowell mind
possessed of marked executive ability, and equipped for the swift
4
registration of images.She had an understanding and taste for
pure aoionoo.^

In a more practical vein she had fair knowledge of

medicine and surgery, and was well versed in horticulture.^

1.
2.
3.
4.
6.

And1
4
3
2

Jean Cat& most insistent. See Aiken, 0., Skepticisms,
and Vicod, C . , Amy Lowell, p. 31.
sergeant, E . , o p . olt.
Article in Hew statesman quoted by Wood, C. , Amy
Lowell, p. SST
Sergeant, E . , ob. oit.
She followed herbrother Perceval Lowell's astronomic
studies closely.
Member Massachusetts Horticultural Society, etc., at
one time. Throe generations of Lowells planted and
loved gardens. Lowes,Brltannloa.

*-4-

more practical yet she knew her own furnace well enough to call her
Matilda.1
Prom her mother Mies Lowell got sueh of her ability and
instruction in muolo andllanguagee.

in both both the.hiotory ahd the

practise of muaio she was proficient^ and her knowledge of Frenoh
(the one foreign language In which she was deeply interested) is
apparent in Six French Poets.3
She made a searching study of Oriental culture,4

With

Mrs. Florence Aysoeugh* a knowledge she produced some effective rendering of tho native poeme.

fi

Bending continually to great effect, ehe could use her
sources dextrously as in Can Grande1s Onetle and John m a t s , but
she had none of the empirical sbholar about her.
point of view disgusted her*

the academic

She felt that Professor Kittredge's

lectures on Shakespeare, for example, took all the romance, imaginetion and life from the plays.”

"$o see through dead men’s eyes

that is the real decadence” , she said.7

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

S.
7.

Auehinder, ob. olt, t p. 17.
See Perkins, ob. olt. . and references in lendenoie#
and A Gonslderation ox Modern Poetry.
See Hughes., ob. cit, . pp. 1US and.204.
Helped by Perceval Lowell who before becoming an
astronomer lived twelve yoare in the orient and wrote
four books oh it.
She herself took lessons and road a groat deal of
Chinese poetry. Some of Fir Flower Tablets was twice
sent back to Mrs. Aysoough In* YKizia for critic lam.
(A. G. 3.) First interested in Japanese "Tanka” see
Pictures of tho Floating World.
A. c. s. -- - - - - - - - ----Amy Lowell quoted by Sergeant, ojb. olt, .

iiay Lowell had a healthy Id.id of ouzloalty that avoided
fanoy psychology, aad, sub jeot to oexta in prejudices, tended to pry
into a vaot number of subjects. Every book that could possibly
, i
Interest her was added to the library that overflowed into every
room of the house,^

She even eared enough about the direction of

the wind to have a recordiig weather vane dial in her huge bath room.
Her showmapehip and business sense in. selling poetry is
well known, her hlgh-hmded but gracious treatment of editors m d
publishers3 is equally famous,4 but it was an effective method and
she never failed to strike a good bargain.3

It would be interest

ing to compare the money her writing earned with her estate, keeping
in mind the enormous expense the, necessary luxuries entailed towards
the end,

I feel sure those who enjoyed her hospitality and resented

her wealth, thinking it gave her an unfair advantage, would be surprised.
This mind was disciplined and capable of an objectivity
that would be remarkable in any age, let alone one where this was

7
seldom cultivated.

At the same time it was a mind of amasing

dexterity.1
7
6
*
4
3
2

1.
2.
3.
4.
6.
6.
7.

A. 0. 3.
Sergeant, oh. cit., and Aualander, ob. clt, , p. 11.
She even dic tated who should review her bboks''.whenever
possible.
(7. U. Perry).
Auslander, ob. clt,, p. 17. Wood, ob. cit#. p. 36.
sergeant, ot. c T C
A. 0. 3.
Wood., C. , Amy Lowell. p, 104 and 30.
MacLiesh, ob. cit.
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WILL AMD HABITS

;.

So»e would call A ay Lo',foil's stubborn conviction and
kindly egotism sheer wilfullness, but it could be demonstrated
that this domineering will was far more than the eccentricity of a
.
%
spoiled child,or the-trappings of a celebrity.
It is true that she insisted “upon applause, affection,
2
anything but dullness or indifference or neglect1', but the ex•
3
tent to which this way “equipage and incantation** vital to her
person and verse has been exaggerated out of all proportion.

The

point to be noted Is that this siml-public character was hyper
sensitive both physically and mentally.

she had the strength and

wealth to build about her a principality in which she was shielded
and comfortable, and of which she was the beneficent tyrant.

It

was no retreat, rather a safe headquarters administered by a
4
strange mixture of "orders, taunts, and Intransigent entreaties"•
Disappointments and unrewarded victories fixed the pattern of her
life long before the world heard about black cigars and poly
phonic prose.
Her ambition was the more aspiring for the riches,
cushions and conventions she had to conquer.

In the realm in

'

which she worked everything revolved about her as a center.

1.
2.

Wood, C., Arav Lowell, p. 37*
Auslandor, J. ob. cit., p. 1 3 .

4. Auslander, J., Ob. cit., p.

13.

A1
2

~

7

strange but effective routine was adopted; her studying and writ
ing was largely done after a late dinner, toiling in times of
pressure until breakfast.

Rising at three or four in the after

noon she "delved with secretaries until dusk, always maintaining
a colossal c o r r e s p o n d e n c e " Thfts she accomplished what she did in
the short years by barring the usual trivialities and duties of
domestic and social life.

On guard, as it were, to Intercept

annoyances was Mrs. Russell, who hardly left her exacting friend.
The number of pillows in the classic bed so eras to have
O
grown from sixteen to twenty-four#
it became a burden to get
down to an eight o'clock dinners the others began without her.^
Ice water, her own extra-watt lamp at lectures, eye-glasses for
2l
different degrees of fatigue, these are simply luxuries, but
people remembered them after they had forgotten all but tho way
she read her poems, What they did not know were the tedious band
ages and the will It took to keep on going.
Because Amy Lowell displayed a boisterous good humour and
a ruthlessness in debate, and because she smoked cigars^ with a

1.

2.

SlVIriftft.
Sergeant — 16 pillows
Aus lander —

20 pillows
Perkins — 24 pillows

3-

4.

5.

Perkins, ob. cit., Auolander, ob. clt . two things
started ^isa Lowell in her inveterate tardiness;
tion to her father's strictness and her taste for cool
i
food and cool coffee. She was forty-five minutes late
to the testimonial dinner, March, 1925•
Wood, C., ob. cit.. Perkins, ob. clt.
It should be made clear that Tiiss Lowell learned to
enjoy a full sized smoke before she cared more for
writing poetry than for driving her own horses. Hab
itual practice led to the stronger cigars, all observers
noted, she smoked only In her or her friends houses,
or In her own hotel room. She smoked her own blend (eont).

with a gxf.ce tinged with gusto, a myth of "forthright bueosneering
malenenF.,.
v’r sprang up, as though vitality, emphasis, and IntiepenAenee disqualified a woman.

Beeauee she had seven sheep dogs

chloroformed she was counted inhuman.

2

She wao opinionated but she welcomed hardihood in others*
She was generous with her attention and sympathy, often devoting
hours to the minor problems of a friend, but she was selfish, ne
glecting to give money to any cause, while living in "hieratic
3

opulence"

herself. No books were lent from her library and
4
scholars wore allowed to see but not touch her Keatelana.
she
sometimes used her social position as an unfair weapon, but she

loved an open battle,and recognized distinction of intellect
t

wherever oho found it*

Cent.
T>. exclusively. The manner was so natural that it did not
soem strange to children (including me) who unlike
critics were not looking for eccentricities. The end
was daintily cut off with a handsome silver implement.
She never bit off the end of a cigar. peTkins, «b. ut.
Sergeant, ob. cit. It Is a commentary that Amy Lowell
profited by a cry as much as any woman. Defeat in de
bate was enough to bring ouch an outburst. 2oo wood
ob. cit., p/ 31, (the clearest insight In the book)
also F. fa. Ferry.
2 . This obvious method of disposing of animals whieh she
adored but which she felt she was neglecting (when she
became an author) has upset many an otherwise hard heart
(see Wood, ob. cit., p* 36-). soiling is slow and the
future uncertain* Ho civilised circle of friends could
absorb oovon burly beasts on short notice. The decision
may have been sudden,but the execution is hardly worthy
of special attention*
3 Auslander, ob. cit.. p. 1 3 .
4 ..oca, C«, ob. cit., P• *

1.
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fhese papadoxloal,and often forbidding qualities, show
ing some weakness and auoh strength, were part of a scheme of liv
ing that worked, one that worked good not harm.

HER &THIOS ,.ND POLITICS
Amy Lowell was a Puritan and was proud of it.

She in

sisted that they were "not neutral tented".L Her idea of woman's
2
place and proper behavior was in marked contrast to the spirit
of enfranchisement that oame with the V/ar.

For all the excitement

in some of her poems her moral position remained doggedly orthodoif,1
3
2
In religion,as,suoh she had no faith.

Although she was

probably not an atheist in the philosophical sense, she ranked as
one.

Immortality seemed unreasonable to her, but she had no fear of

deati), and rather hoped that she would not live to be old because she
would lose her commanding place . T h e r e was, however, nothing antireligious in her notions and her sympathy with believers disguised
her own sentiments in the matter.
Miss Lowell's respect for the old held fundamentally firm
in spite of revolt in the foreground.3
renouncing the good in the oast.

There was no tnought of

Her aim was to develop a poetical

technique that would be successful at the tempo of the modern world,
as she felt it.

For uuia * poet should free himself of certain bonds

but anything smacking of mere "modernism wus abhorent,except in so far

1.
2.

3.

Sergeant,
One® when
with some
to change
left.
A. 0. 3.

ob, oit.
approaoHed by a Lucy Stone adherent she said
truth and more humour 'I have been trying
my name for thirty years", and the feminist
4.

Largely

a

. C. S.
Cont.
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as it showed vitality.

In argument she often overstated her later

self, and "all through her dadioalisa ran a strong conservative
strain and she never abandoned conventional verse forms’'.^ What
radicalism there was,can frequently be shown to be more extrava
gance than revolt.

Although sometimes her energy and Impatience

gave the effect of excessive restiveness with the established, It
oan readily be seen that she was no rebel at heart.
Miss Lowell believed that for at least a generation
poetry had been insipid and second hand.

That had to be cleared

from tho board before a healthy revival could gain the right footing.

What she sbught was.an uprising of interest in poetry in

general,and especially In a kind of verse that she believed of en
during worth,and which she could write better than her contempor
aries.

The wave of intellectual awakening and critical appre

ciation that crossed the country served her purpose exactly.
The workings of Amy Lowell's "Federal mind"2 is easily
followed in her politics.
best equipped.

She believed in government by those

With characteristic simplicity she said "I consider

Socialism (meaning Bolshivism) wicked", prompted not by fear, but
by the aristocratic point of view.

She thought theoretical*
1

Gont.
5.

It is interesting to see her call upon Chaucer,
Milton, Coleridge, Arnold and even Blake in de
fense of vers llore. See Amy Lowell, ** Consid
eration of Modern Poetry.
"~

1.
2.

Lowes, ob. oit.
Apt term used by Henry 3. Conby in unknown
lecture.
(A. c. 3.)
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demooraoy was a handloap to a country and its culture; likewise
women’s suffrage was evil.

On the other hand birth control and

similar reforms seemed progressive and right.

She felt that

social problems should be dealt with by the scientifically trained,

HEB AESTHETICS Alto POETRY
H^Arny Lowell’s versa has been oriLioized on the grounds
that she "mistook rhythm for the essence of poetry and worked
1
accordingly", that "it is weakness when she has to rely upon
brilliance Instead of upon life",
that "depth she sometimes
3
attempted but never attained", and that "from beginning to end she
has misunderstood, overestimated, and consistently misdirected
4
her abilities".
Certainly there is considerable truth in such
statements.

In two thousand pages of verse there aro plenty of

passages that, when weaved from the context, will support ingenious
premises.

I have neither the training nor the wish to enter the

lists In defense of this poetry*

How much beauty I can see in it

is limited by a moderate ear and eye.
poems I am at a loss to estimate.

The amount of truth in the

I nevertheless feel sure that I

should be the happier if I could appreciate a complicated rhythm
and experience more fully something of amy Lowell’s way of seeing
things both,big and littlo.1
4
3
2

1.
2.
3.
4.

Joan Oatel (quoted by Wood, ob, oit.. p, 40)
Maynard, T<,, Our Best Poets.
Hughes, ob; clt.. p. 203.
Aiken, C., Amy Lowell Abides our question.

The poet’s own words should give the key to her work,
but as in all things her pronounoementa on art were subject to that
enthusiastic economy of qualification so characteristic of the
woman.

It was as though nothing were worth saying unless It could1

bo said with emphasis.

There was no false modesty In her forceful

manner of employing every means to drive home what she thought.

To

effete ears it sounded like dogmatism, but she was amenable to argu
ment when tii© opponent was capable.

Her own powers in debate kept

her jnuoh on false ground.
The

ell-known "cabinet-maker" statement has been quoted.*-

It is typical of^ the things remembered of her theory of poetry as;
8
"Poetry is a mosaic" and "the test of a poet is his ability to
seize the Important details at a glanoe".3

Her opinion that Shelley

was, in part, "a plain unadulterated crank" was distressing to many.*
It must be remembered, however, that her judgements were never
dilute in themselves but depended upon others to temper them.
a sympathetic reading of the essays In Poetry and Poets
and the seemingly mad Critical Fable shows the application of her
critical theory as does all her prose, but the best expositions of
her aesthetics come only with the smoke of controversy.
"Poetry is chiefly vision" she said.u

It was for her the

creation of beauty In the depleting of pictures and dramatic mom
ents.

The oharajteristios wore to be: "suggestion", vividness,

1.
2.
3.
4.
5

Part II, p.H.
See Allen, obz. Pit.
A. C. S.
Wood, ob. clt.. p. 136.
Amy Lowell, a Consideration of Modern Poetry.
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oonoentrutlon tmd ’’axternallty”.

"The essence of ooetry Is Inren-

tlon as, by producing something unexpected, surprises and delights."
Dr. Johnson might have said it in defense of Sword Blades and Poppy
*
Deed. Tile Keats she worshipped said, "The excellence of every art
«
is its intensity, capable of making all disagreeables evaporate
3
from their being in close relationship with Beauty and Truth".
Verse is "the work of conscious and controlled intelligence."
Symbols that challenge, eenuous impressions that dazzle, the irony
of the grotesque,and eventually a delicate mysticism went into her
poetry!
There is no interpretation of everyday life, no "voice of
America" except in a highly intellectual way, and above all no social
i
reform.

She was insistant upon this last.

Poetry was to be divorced

5
from all propaganda
problems.
Sandburg

A

however indirect that concerned contemporary

It is this that made her so antagonistic to Masters,
and Shelley.

The cadence should be "akin to the harmonic line of true
7
music" Amy Lowell said.
Only a trained ear listening to a gifted
reader could follow some of the subtleties of "balance" and "return"

1 . Ibid.
2 . Samuel' Johnson, quoted by ,Yood, oo, cit. p. bV.
3. ’John Keats in letter to brother, quoted by Thorpe, G. D
The Kind of Keats, p. 133.
4. iiaefeiasn o o . oitTT contains good defense of this
phase. See also Untermeyer, American Poetry Since
5.
6.
7.

_

4»Ttnjtk*Vsr

oho produced some painful jingoistic verse* fortunately
not preserved in book form, according to Wood,
Tendencies. Chap. III.
-any Lowell, k Consideration of Modern "oetry.
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ln rauah of her verso.

Too often tiie ambitious sotiemea were rhythmi

cally tangible only when the poet road them, rind oooasi onally the
plan was too oomplloated or the execution fell down entirely.
She did not hesitate to confuse the genres,or the separate
arts.

Much of her interest lay in the realm of drama, and the

histrionic elements in her poems are apparent."1* At the same time she
oared little for painting or sculpture*and was probably at her best
when usurping some of that territory.

More than that she saw her

poems as appealing to the emotions in a m h

the same way us program

musio
Almost every poet has felt that there was something Homerio
In hia versa when recited effectively, but the trite statement that
poetry Is a spoken art is merely repeated and neglected.

•It seems

that with Miss Lowell, however, taere was far more to it than that.
The high qualities of her voice are the one thing that all admirers
and detractors are united upon.

Its riohness, its dramatic range,

and her exquisite manner of speech contributed to the superlative
grace with which she read beauty into the simplest line.

3

This very

gift deluded her friends,and handicapped her selective sense.
When she said "poetry is written to be spoken"

1.
2.
3.
4.

A

she was1
4
3
2

See dialogue narratives la Men, Women and Ghosts.
Legends, and Hast Wind.
It Is interesting to note that the Harvard composer,
Edward Burlingame Hill, has written an "orchestral
poem" based on "Lilacs".
Teaman, och cit.
Amy Lowell, a Consideration of Modern Poetry.

thinking of her crwn#

It was as though she appreciated the important

part her reading played in the public’s acceptance of her versa.
That a woman of nocturnal habits could in these days of power presses
her
sell books and influence critics by/own rendition,see.no at first
absurd.

It must, however, be kept in mind that Amy Lowell was the

literary hostess of her time and almost every figure of importance
in American lottors was entertained in high state at least once at
Sevenelsr’FFhe men who dictate to the provinces heard her poems read
with a brilliance they had thought them incapable of supporting, and
1
so with the lecture audiences to an only slightly loss extent.
This
was part of her poetry, not more lighting.
She was confident that some of her poetry would stand the
test of time, but she realized that "death always removed the author
and those who have heard her read the passage, and then no one, no
g
one knows how it was meant to be read".
As though to put off the
day, she tried to instruct as many as possible, being over eager at
times.

In a generation of school systems and cheap books no other

voice has played such a part in a writer’s career.

It was that,

not stories of foot-stools at the Boston Symphony,3 that gave body
and life to her poetry where it could not stand alone.1
3
2

1.
2.
3.

It was quite different from Lindsay’s, method of
gaining response,
appealed to mob psychology.
Allen, H., ob, olt.
He discusses this with
some insight;
:
Auslander, ob. olt.. p. 15.

It is best stated as a simple fact that Amy Lowell
gained the affection and the sometimes fantastic devotion of rrany
widely different people.

Her continual and ardent worship of Keats,

her adoration of Duse, and her jealous love of Mrs. Russell are all
chronicled"1" but not enough is made of her faculty of being revered,
feared and cherished by the great and near great, and by the most

2
ignorant Irish maid.

Her exactions were not resented, and both

friend and servant were always quite rightly convinced of Miss
Lowell’s need of'‘them.

,

Likewise her humour must be taken on faith and not drawn
out by anecdote.
occasion offered.

She was not only witty, but downright funny when
She ooirld make a "good story" out of anything and

her friendly bullying had little of the ponderous element frequently
noted.® ^Nothing govs her more amusement than the kind of people who
4

liked her poems for the wrong reasons..1
4
3
2

1.
2.

3.
4.

Auslander, Sergeant, Wood.
Waitress Delia had her hundredth altercation with
Alfred the ohoreman. She was sailed to her mis
tress who said, "Hereafter I want you to realize
that in any row you are always wrong". Next morn
ing Delia brought in breakfast and said,"I have .
been here a long time, but no ona ever understood
me as you do Miss Lowell."
Auslander, ob. olt., p. 18.
Sergeant, ob. olt.
"Patterns" big source of difficulty. One school
teacher told Miss Lowell that her dear pupils ware
acting it out (how I cannot guess). "My God don’t
they know Ahat It means:" she would roar.
"Don’t
they know It isn’t suitable for children?"
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Here v/o have the proud daughter of an antiquated arlstoopaoy separated from the world by brains, breeding, tastes, and
selfishnooa, ordering an existence aa thoroughly self-deteralhed and
1
self-oonsoious as that of Mnroel Proust.
Always she had experienced
a ’’kind of fleshy discomfort that no woman could bear in youth with
out a sense of a lost Paradis®".2

"For her as for Keats forgetful

ness of a harassing personality had corse from living In tho eye
5
alone."
She was imperious, sensitive, and lonely. First Boston
thought her queer, then the world thought her still more peculiar.
It was this same woman who won a place in literature for
the special kind of expression^ best adapted to her powers.

In

reading her poems she gave them a beauty and strength lacking to
any verse in cold print.

For her moment she recalled poetry as a

spoken art.
Just as her creative work contributed to the present, so
her studied biography paid her debt to the past.

She was tho one to

apply a refreshing feminine penetration to criticism.
not convert she stirred.
country may know.

Whom she did

Her dining room was the last salon this

As in other roles, even as a hostess, her spirit

quickened American letters.

1.

Sergeant, ob. oit.

3.
4.

m x
Her brand of imagiem in free verse not polyphonic
prose.
Allan, 11,, ob. cit.

2.

5

18

Surely In this witty, strong, and courageous woman, the
high-handed and high-hearted ,uay Lowell, there is something of
Johnsonian greatness, something wonderful and something lovable.
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